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By John Charles Fremont (dispatch from the past) 

It is October 1848. I and 35 men, 150 mules, and supplies are leaving St. Louis, Missouri 

to search for a southern train route through the Rocky Mountains. Unable to acquire government 

funding, my friend and father-in-law Senator Thomas Hart Benton has arranged for several St. 

Louis businessmen for financial support in hopes that it will help convince Congress to support 

this rail line to San Francisco.  Many of my men have been with me before on my previous 

expeditions and will provide the necessary expertise and experience needed.  While much of my 

route is known to me and my crew, our exact path through the headwaters of the (Rio Grande) 

“Del Norte,” descending on to the Colorado “River,” and so across the Wasatch Mountains has 

not been decided. But I am hopeful that I can find an experienced guide along our journey.  This 

is especially important because we are beginning our journey in late autumn to test the 

practicability for winter use of this route for a railroad. 

My previous trips through the Rocky Mountains have provided many with the 

geographical knowledge of the area further to the north, and I reminisce from my journals on the 

beauty of this land: 

August 7, 1842 – We left our encampment with the rising sun. As we rose from the bed of 

the creek, the snow line of the mountain stretched grandly before us, the white peaks glittering in 

the sun. They had been hidden in the dark weather of the last few days, and it had been snowing 

on them while it rained on us. We crossed a ridge, and again struck a beautiful, swift stream, 

with a more open valley, timbered with beech and cottonwood. It now began to lose itself in the 

many small forks which make its head; and we continued up the main stream until near noon, 

when we left it a few miles to make our noon halt on a small creek among the hills, from which 

the stream issues by a small opening. Within was a beautiful grassy spot, covered with an open 

grove of large beech trees, amongst which I found several plants that I had not previously seen! 

The afternoon was cloudy, with squalls of rain: but the weather became fine at sunset. The 

country over which we have passed today consists principally of the compact mica slate, which 

crops out on all the ridges, making the uplands very rocky and slaty. In the escarpments which 

border the creeks, it is seen alternating with a light-colored granite. 

June 11 and 12, 1844 – We have before our eyes the high mountains which divide the 

Pacific from the Mississippi waters; and entering here among the lower spurs or foothills of the 

range, the face of the country began to improve with magical rapidity. Not only the river 

bottoms, but the hills, were covered with grass; and among the usual varied flora of the 

mountain region, these were occasionally blue with the showy bloom of a lupine. In the course of 

the morning we had the first glad view of buffalo and welcomed the appearance of two old bulls 

with as much joy as if they had been messengers from home. A band of elk broke out of a 

neighboring grove; antelopes were running over the hills; and on the opposite river plains herds 

of buffalo were raising clouds of dust. The country here appeared more variously stocked with 



game than any part of the Rocky Mountains we had visited; and its abundance is owing to this 

excellent pasturage. 

Even now in October, I am getting reports that snow is already deeper in the mountains 

than has been known so early in the season for a long time, and it is predicted to be a severe 

winter. Still, I am in no ways discouraged by the prospect, and believe that we shall succeed in 

forcing our way across! 

John C. Fremont is an explorer, topographer, geologist, and naturalist. If you would like 

to follow him along his “ill-fated” journey this winter, his twitter account is @JohnCharlesFre2.  

 

 

 


